1. Antiviral effects of highly accumulating lysosomotropic drugs {#sec0005}
================================================================

Currently available antiviral drugs were mainly designed to target a specific viral or human protein crucial for infection with a specific type of virus \[[@bib0005]\]. Considering the diversity and constant mutations of viruses, it will not come as a surprise if these antiviral drugs are shown to be inefficient against the new SARS-CoV-2 virus and thus not adequate for repurposing.

Certain marketed drugs seem to exhibit modest antiviral activity *via* the mechanism that is not specific for a single protein, but rather for a general mechanism of viral infection. For instance, chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine have been reported to affect endosomes, the critical point of viral entry into the cell, resulting in antiviral effect \[[@bib0010]\]. Various steps in the viral infection have been examined to understand the mechanism of (hydroxy)chloroquine's activity, but it has remained not entirely clear. It has been reported that the drug's effect of increasing the endosomal pH results in reduced capacity of the virus to infect the cell \[[@bib0015]\]. It has also been proposed that the antimalarial drug reduces the level of glycosylation of ACE2 in endosome critical for recognition of the SARS virus and the endosomal membrane \[[@bib0020]\]. Recent studies indicate possible interaction with sigma receptors as important for their antiviral activity \[[@bib0025]\]. Regardless, in a recent small clinical trial hydroxychloroquine demonstrated moderate effectiveness in treatment of COVID-19 patients, and the effect was even more pronounced in co-treatment with antibacterial azithromycin \[[@bib0030]\]. This led both drugs to numerous currently ongoing larger clinical trials as well as to heated debates in science and public on their potential benefits, mechanisms and safety.

The mentioned drugs, chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin, highly accumulate in lysosomes/endosomes and their membranes, reaching about 100-fold higher intracellular than their extracellular concentration \[[@bib0035],[@bib0040]\], and thus belong to a group of lysosomotropic compounds (compounds that accumulate in lysosomes). We propose that the antiviral activity of (hydroxy)chloroquine and azithromycin is shared among all strong lysosomotropic drugs and is a consequence of their extremely high accumulation in cells and membranes, and subsequently of all the processes affected by this pharmacokinetic property.

Lysosomotropic compounds or cationic amphiphilic drugs (CADs) belong to various pharmacological classes but share the same physicochemical properties that enable them to accumulate in acidic compartments of cells ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} ). Such compounds can pass the membrane in neutral form but as they come to a more acidic environment, they become protonated and as such cannot diffuse back through the membrane. Consequently, as the drug moves into more acidic compartment, the equilibrium between protonated and neutral forms is shifted towards the protonated form and a higher fraction of drug molecules become trapped inside the cell \[[@bib0040]\]. The highest concentration of lysosomotropic drugs is reached in lysosomes with pH of 4--5, and in late endosomes with pH of 5--6 \[[@bib0045]\]. For strong lysosomotropic drugs it was estimated that 50--70 % of intracellularly accumulated compound is stored in lysosomes and endosomes \[[@bib0050]\], leading to extreme concentrations in these compartments. While accumulating, such drugs are heavily loading in lysosomal and other biological membranes inside the cell due to their amphiphilic nature \[[@bib0055]\], meaning that the overall molecule is relatively lipophilic (often with logP ranging from 3 to 5) but also bears positive charge, which enables the molecule to bind close to the surface of the phospholipid bilayer \[[@bib0060],[@bib0065]\].Fig. 1Interaction of lysosomotropic cationic amphiphilic drugs (CADs) and coronavirus with membrane trafficking in the cell.Fig. 1

The impact of lysosomotropic drug accumulation on cells is obvious: lysosomes increase in volume \[[@bib0070]\], lysosomal function is impaired leading to downregulation of autophagy \[[@bib0075],[@bib0080]\], endocytosis and the entire membrane trafficking in the cell is reduced \[[@bib0085]\]. Lysosomal and endosomal pH increases as a consequence of the overload of basic compounds \[[@bib0045],[@bib0090]\]. Due to the cationic drug binding to phospholipid bilayer and change of the surface bilayer charge, the degradation of phospholipids is slowed \[[@bib0060]\] resulting in the accumulation of excess phospholipid membrane and vesicles inside the cell, which may lead to an adverse effect known as phospholipidosis \[[@bib0095]\]. If not too extreme, all these effects on cells are reversible upon the cessation of drug treatment \[[@bib0100]\].

In our previous studies on a set of 47 compounds we have shown that the extent of lysosomotropic accumulation in cells correlates with the compound's extent of induction of phospholipidosis and lysosomal swelling \[[@bib0035]\]. The correlation is so apparent that it is even possible to determine the level of accumulation from the intensity of either of these processes caused by a drug. Strong correlation with accumulation was also shown for the inhibition of autophagy on a smaller set of compounds. Finally, accumulation in cells was also shown to correlate with their extent of binding to layers of phosphatidyl choline, the most abundant phospholipid in biological membranes \[[@bib0055]\].

The importance of intracellular membranes in coronavirus infection is immense. Firstly, viruses enter the cell by formation of membrane vesicles -- endosomes, and subsequently enter cytoplasm through the endosomal membrane ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). During the assembly of new virion particles, the virus is taking a portion of the membrane of endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to pack the RNA in a lipid envelope enriched with transmembrane proteins. New virions are then packed in an exocytic membrane vesicle, which ultimately fuses with the plasma membrane and releases virions outside of cells \[[@bib0105]\]. Therefore, it is conceivable that a drug that is heavily bound to cellular membranes, negatively affects the viral life cycle, if not even the structure of its lipid envelope itself. Since the assembly of virions relies on electrostatic forces between the lipid envelope, their proteins, and RNA inside it, it is likely that the overload of cationic drug in the ER membrane, that viral lipid envelope is made of, leads to serious disturbances of virion structure.

The evidence supporting antiviral activity of lysosomotropic cationic amphiphilic drugs (CADs) are described in various reports on individual drugs and have been extensively summarized by Salata et al. \[[@bib0110]\]. Chloroquine and amiodarone have so far been amongst the most widely studied CADs for their antiviral effects. A recent review on broad spectrum antiviral agents, summarized the data on antiviral activity of various drugs in the Drugvirus database \[[@bib0115]\] (<https://drugvirus.info/>). Even though the database is logically enriched in antiviral drugs, there are more than 20 CADs registered for various non-viral indications listed in the database with collected evidence of their broad antiviral activity *in vitro, in vivo* and in clinical studies, including activities on coronaviruses, influenza, zika and ebola virus. Among listed drugs with antiviral effects, the CADs include: psychoactive drugs (chlorpromazine, fluoxetine, clomipramine); antiarrhythmics (amiodarone); antimalarials (chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine, amodiaquine, mefloquine, quinacrine); channel blockers (amiodarone, verapamil, manidipine); antibacterial (azithromycin); estrogen receptor modulators (tamoxifen, raloxifene, toremifene); two antivirals, the only ones known to utilize CADs mechanism of antiviral action *via* the inhibition of endosomal pathway (arbidol (umifenovir) and tilorone (with additional activity of interferon induction)) \[[@bib0120],[@bib0125]\].

It is noteworthy that there are more than 150 marketed and investigational drugs known to induce phospholipidosis \[[@bib0130]\], and a majority, but not all of them classify as lysosomotropic cationic amphiphilic drugs. Phospholipidosis is also the most common side effect of lysosomotropic compounds and a direct consequence of their binding to membranes \[[@bib0060]\] and reduction of vesicle trafficking in the cell \[[@bib0075],[@bib0085]\]. Therefore, we anticipate that, among phospholipidosis inducers there are many registered drugs that may have intrinsic antiviral activity *via* the same mechanism as described for a handful of lysosomotropic compounds so far; by inhibiting endocytosis, increasing endosomal pH, and slowing down total intracellular membrane trafficking \[[@bib0110]\]. Their potency may be moderate but in combination with other treatments they can likely show synergistic effects. These drugs thus represent a pool of potential existing modest antiviral drugs that may prove useful as the first line of defence in current and possible new viral epidemic outbreaks.

Another possible positive contribution of CADs in COVID-19 could be their potential anti-inflammatory effects, which was for azithromycin and chloroquine as well as for a number of tool drugs found linked to their accumulation properties \[[@bib0085],[@bib0100]\].

Apart from these potential beneficial antiviral and anti-inflammatory effects, it is important to be aware of potential safety issues linked to lysosomotropic drugs. CADs are often, but not always, linked to liver- and cardiotoxic effects \[[@bib0135],[@bib0140]\]. SAR studies on hERG channel indicate that increasing basicity of many compounds increases the chance to block the channel resulting in cardiotoxicity \[[@bib0145]\]. Despite these effects, these drugs are still widely used, and several of them were true blockbusters not so long ago, for example antibacterial azithromycin, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) antidepressants fluoxetine, citalopram and sertraline, as well as well-known antimalarial drug chloroquine. In repurposing for viral infections, additional types of toxicity may arise from their primary pharmacological targets, as they were developed to treat completely different diseases. We believe, however, that by careful analysis of pharmacological and toxicological properties of lysosomotropic CADs, new drugs among existing ones could be found that may be reasonably safe during short term treatment, at least for a group of COVID-19 patients that do not have pre-existing heart and liver conditions.

2. Analysis of marketed existing drugs for potential lysosomotropic accumulation and antiviral effects {#sec0010}
======================================================================================================

We have now applied our *in silico* model for the prediction of lysosomotropic accumulation \[[@bib0150]\] on all marketed and investigational drugs that are known inducers of phospholipidosis \[[@bib0130],[@bib0155]\], and that according to their physicochemical properties have the ability to get trapped by protonation in lysosomes (the strongest basic ionisation constant, pKa\>7.5) \[[@bib0160]\]. The aim of this analysis was to find other strong lysosomotropic CADs which have a high likelihood of interacting with cell compartments and processes critical for viral infection cycle, such as endosomes, lysosomes and membranes in general. As additional proofs of their lysosomotropic nature and possibility of high accumulation in cells *in vivo*, we have considered the presence of tertiary nitrogen atoms in their structure, lipophilicity (logP), volume of distribution and half-life in plasma or blood in humans. All filtering criteria are listed in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} and the results of this analysis are presented in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} .Table 1Criteria for the selection of drugs with high likelihood of lysosomotropic effects.Table 1PropertyParameter^a^Desirable rangeIndicationCriterion evaluationInduction of phospholipidosisPLD induction (exp)Positive-Interaction with and accumulation in cell membranes -- possible impact on membrane surface charge-Inhibition of lysosomal functionsPrimary inclusion criterionAccumulation in cellsACC class (calc)2−5(3−5^b^)-Moderate to extremely high accumulation in endosomes/lysosomes-Slow-down of endocytosis-Increasing endosomal/lysosomal pHPrimary inclusion criterionProtonizabilitypKa (basic) (exp or calc)≥ 7.5-Acquiring positive charge in acidic environments (lysosomes and endosomes)-Increasing endosomal/lysosomal pHPrimary inclusion criterionPhysiological charge (calc)≥ 1-Positive charge at physiological pHAdditionalNumber of tertiary nitrogen atoms≥ 1-Presence of the most common protonizable center in molecular structureAdditionalLipophilicitylogP (exp or calc)2.0−6.0-Ability of the neutral form to distribute into lipids, e.g. membrane-Ability to cross the membraneAdditionalVolume of distributionV~d~ (exp)≥ 10 L kg^−1^-Distribution and accumulation in tissues *in vivo*AdditionalHalf-life in plasma/bloodt~1/2~ (exp)≥ 10 h-Persistence in organismAdditional[^1]Table 2Selection of drugs with highly likely lysosomotropic behaviour and probable antiviral effects.Table 2![](fx1_lrg.gif)[^2]

From the compounds with experimental or clinical proofs of induction of phospholipidosis, we have selected those that according to our *in silico* prediction model for cellular accumulation are predicted to accumulate moderately to extremely high (accumulation (ACC) levels 2--5) for compounds within and at the borderline of the applicability domain for the model; and high to extremely high (ACC levels 3−5) for compounds outside the domain *i.e.* with less reliable prediction of accumulation intensity \[[@bib0150]\]. For several molecules in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} the data on experimentally determined cellular accumulation is also provided (measured ACC) \[[@bib0035]\]. Third inclusion criterion was the strongest basic dissociation constant, pKa, higher than 7.5 which is an indication that the molecule can become protonated, and thus trapped, inside the acidic compartment in addition to eventually increasing lysosomal/endosomal pH \[[@bib0090],[@bib0160]\].

In [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}, all data marked green are in favour of the compound having lysosomotropic behaviour which may result in antiviral effects. In addition to the initial three inclusion criteria, we have considered beneficial and marked compounds which have physiological charge higher or equal 1, and one or more tertiary nitrogen atoms, which are the most common structural features of CADs \[[@bib0165]\]. Also marked were data on logP between 2 and 5, which indicates the capability of the compound to enter cells *via* diffusion through the membrane in neutral form, in addition to the ability of binding to the membrane \[[@bib0160],[@bib0170]\]. Pharmacokinetic parameters, volume of distribution higher than 10 L kg^−1^ and half-life in blood/plasma equal or higher than 10 h, are also marked green as they indicate that the compound in its original form accumulates in tissues *in vivo,* and remains in the organism for a longer period \[[@bib0175]\].

Due to their strong primary pharmacology we have excluded psychoactive compounds and antiarrhythmics from our further analyses, as we think that these compounds, with strong effects on brain and hearth, are not suitable for repurposing for fighting viral infections. There is a strong possibility that they may cause rather specific and possibly dangerous side effects if needed to be given at higher doses than what is needed for their primary indication. It would, however, be important to know whether chronic use of antidepressants, or any other CADs, can in a positive or negative manner affect the activity of antiviral CADs. It is possible they may function as protection against viral infection, but conversely, in chronic use the body may adapt to constant exposure to lysosomotropic drugs, rendering CAD antivirals less effective. More research is needed on the effects of chronic usage of lysosomotropic drugs on antiviral activity of drugs exploiting the CAD mode of action.

In addition, although still in use, many CADs are associated with liver toxicity and cardiotoxicity in terms of arrythmia caused by QT interval prolongation \[[@bib0135],[@bib0140]\], and thus we have added to our analysis known data on these adverse effects. Liver toxicity evaluation is taken from the LiverTox database (where A levels indicates the highest likelihood of liver toxicity, and E the lowest) \[[@bib0180]\]. For cardiotoxicity, we have marked positive (orange) if there is a reported effect of the compound on either QT interval prolongation/arrhythmia in humans or a positive result in *in vitro* hERG assay.

Finally, the existing information about broad spectrum antiviral activity of selected drugs has been taken from the DrugVirus database \[[@bib0115]\], including number of viruses that the drug was shown effective against, as well as whether there are also supporting *in vivo* and clinical data on their antiviral activity, and specifically data on activity against SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 and MERS viruses.

In addition to looking at compounds passing both phospholipidosis and cell accumulation criteria we have also analysed compounds which failed one of these criteria, but still had pKa values higher than 7.5. These drugs, shown in [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"} , are considered possible to exert CAD's mode of antiviral action, but with less certainty than those in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}.Table 3Selection of drugs with possible lysosomotropic behaviour and antiviral effects.Table 3![](fx2_lrg.gif)[^3]

3. Existing drugs with probable antiviral activity *via* lysosomotropic mechanisms {#sec0015}
==================================================================================

530 drugs and compounds have been included in the analysis: 447 compounds with known potential to induce phospholipidosis (either positive or negative), 20 drugs with unknown or unclear phospholipidosis results and 63 additional antiviral drugs without phospholipidosis data ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} ). All compounds were analysed by our *in silico* QSAR model for prediction of cellular accumulation, which than resulted in 103 compounds passing both phospholipidosis and accumulation criteria, 9 compounds passing ACC criterion with unknown phospholipidosis data, 24 compounds passing ACC criterion but not phospholipidosis, and 112 passing phosholipidosis criterion but not accumulation prediction. Compounds were then additionally filtered according to their pKa values and primary pharmacology, to find compounds less likely to induce serious side effects when used for a different indication than what they were developed for. This resulted in total of 26 drugs with potential for repurposing for viral infections due to the high likelihood of exhibiting antiviral effects as lysosomotropic drugs. Among drugs that failed in either phospholipidosis or accumulation criterion there are 10 compounds which passed other criteria and can be considered as additional drugs that may possibly induce the same effects.Fig. 2Process of finding existing drugs with probable lysosomotropic mechanism of antiviral activity.Fig. 2

Drugs identified with high likelihood for antiviral effects due to CAD properties mainly belong to macrocyclic antibacterials, antimalarials, antihistaminics, antivirals and antiparasitic drugs. Since most, except antihistaminics, have non-human targets, they are among the drugs most acceptable for repurposing since their primary pharmacological activity will likely not pose a safety issue. Eight out of 26 identified drugs have already shown effectiveness against either SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 or MERS viruses or two or all of them, adding support to the potential value of this antiviral strategy. These eight drugs are: promethazine, amodiaquine, chloroquine, mefloquine, tilorone, hydroxychloroquine, arbidol (umifenovir) and nelfinavir \[[@bib0115]\] (<https://drugvirus.info/>).

The drugs that passed all applied lysosomotropism criteria are: azithromycin, promethazine, cyclizine, chloroquine, clemastine, hydroxyzine, rifabutin and vicriviroc, and drugs that do not have data for one of the criteria but passed all the others are: chlorcyclizine, homochlorcyclizine and quinacrine.

It is important to consider that 15 out of 26 identified drugs were found either to induce QT prolongation/arrhythmia or interact with hERG channel *in vitro*, or both. This indicates that, even if proven effective against the virus, these drugs will likely need to be avoided in patients with heart conditions. Cautious approach is needed for six drugs that were found negative on QT prolongation and arrhythmia, as the lack of effect may still be linked to applied doses for their primary indication. In addition, higher likelihood of liver toxicity was found in six out of 26 drugs. Care should also be taken with identified antihistaminics in the group, as they share structural features with some lysosomotropic antidepressants, and some still have a mild sedative effect.

Out of the four antiviral drugs that may show CAD's mode of action, two drugs have been claimed to utilize this mechanism: tilorone and arbidol (umifenovir). Even though tilorone was invented in the US as an interferon inducing broad spectrum antiviral, additional studies showed that its lysosomotropic potential is comparable to chloroquine, which likely contributes to its antiviral properties \[[@bib0125]\]. Tilorone is currently registered and used only in Russia and some neighbouring countries, where it is approved for indications such as influenza, acute respiratory viral infection, viral hepatitis, viral encephalitis and myelitis. Arbidol is registered in Russia and China for the treatment of influenza \[[@bib0120]\]. It is claimed to inhibit the membrane fusion of virus with the endosomal membrane, which possibly occurs *via* increasing the endosomal pH, and thereby preventing infection of the cell. The third antiviral, nelfinavir is a protease inhibitor drug approved for treatment of HIV infection, but also reported effective against a wide variety of viruses: Herpes simplex, SARS-CoV, hepatitis C, dengue and Chikungunya \[[@bib0115]\] (DrugVirus database). It is likely that its lysosomotropic properties may be responsible for this broad-spectrum activity. The last identified antiviral drug is vicriviroc, which was developed as nanomolar CCR5 antagonist for HIV infections and came to phase III clinical trials where it did not meet primary efficacy endpoints. When analysing the potential of repurposing such highly specific and potent antiviral drugs for fighting a different virus, it should be kept in mind that they would likely need a much higher concentration since their original target that they are specifically acting upon is not present in other viruses. Impact of strong lysosomotropic compounds on membranes and membrane trafficking often needs low micromolar concentrations \[[@bib0035]\]. It remains to be seen whether efficacious levels of any of CADs can be achieved in COVID-19 patients without trespassing into toxicity levels. In the case of CAD's antiviral activity, it is worth investigating whether stereoselectivity could help to further separate activity and toxicity dose ranges. It has been shown previously that enantiomers (mirror image compounds) have different affinities for a range protein targets, including hERG \[[@bib0185],[@bib0190]\]. If the antiviral effect of CADs is linked only to their physico-chemical properties, which are the same for both enantiomers, they would have the same activity, but may differ in the affinity for hERG. This would result in one enantiomer having a better safety profile than the other, with unchanged antiviral activity. 20/26 compounds from [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} possess at least one chiral centre, some even more than 10, meaning that there are many potential enantiomer pairs that could be examined from the perspective of obtaining increased safety margins.

Compounds listed in [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"} are less likely to show antiviral effects caused by lysosmotropic behaviour (compared to those in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}) as they failed in one of the primary inclusion criteria. Three of them target respiratory system (bromhexine, ambroxol and formoterol), but should be cautiously assessed at which stages of the disease they may be most effective. Interestingly, in this group of compounds, we have also identified imatinib, which was proven effective against SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV viruses by inhibiting viral fusion and entry into the cells \[[@bib0195],[@bib0200]\] and is currently being tested in a clinical trial on COVID-19 patients \[[@bib0205]\]. Its efficacy is speculated to be linked to its primary target Abl2 kinase, but it is conceivable that the observed effects are the consequence of its already proven lysosomotropic behaviour \[[@bib0210]\].

At the moment, there are more than 10 CADs currently being tested in numerous ongoing clinical trials on COVID-19, with chloroquine, hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin being most widely studied. FDA has recently revoked the emergency use authorization (EUA) to use hydroxychloroquine and chloroquine to treat COVID-19 outside clinical trials due to the lack of efficacy, and due to marked toxicity findings in patient populations treated in clinical trials so far \[[@bib0215]\]. Nevertheless, other clinical trials with these drugs are still ongoing \[[@bib0205]\]. In addition, other well known CADs are also being clinically tested, such as amiodarone, fluoxetine, chlorpromazine and fluvoxamine, but also other drugs with possible CAD properties such as imatinib, bromhexine, formoterol \[[@bib0205]\]. The number of clinical trials and diversity of test protocols will hopefully make it feasible to get a better picture in near future on potential clinical value of these compounds as broad spectrum antivirals and open door to the development of new safer CADs for antiviral purpose.

4. Conclusion {#sec0020}
=============

In this study, we have analysed 530 compounds with the aim to find existing registered drugs which may be useful in combating current COVID-19 pandemics. Specifically, we were looking for drugs capable of accumulating in endosomes and membranes and thereby possessing inherent antiviral activity. The drugs were analysed based on their known physicochemical and pharmacokinetic data, in addition to our *in silico* prediction of accumulation in lysosomes/endosomes. We have identified 26 drugs with high and 10 drugs with lower probability of showing antiviral effects due to their lysosomotropic behaviour. Broad spectrum antiviral activity has already been reported for some of these drugs and therefore, it is crucial to investigate their antiviral properties on SARS-CoV-2. Although they were not designed to be specific and may thus lack potency, these drugs may, either in combination or alone, be capable of reducing the extent of infection and helping patients avoid serious or long-term illness. Keeping in mind the low probability of finding a highly potent and specific antiviral drug for the ongoing pandemic, these drugs may represent at least a partial, but possibly one of the best antiviral pharmacotherapeutic solutions currently at hand.

It will be critical in further investigations of lysosomotropic drugs to find out which administration regimens would be useful. Although evidence of their antiviral activities is mounting, it is still unclear at which stage of disease development endosomal pathway disruption could play the most important role and whether the efficacious level of any of these drugs can be achieved in the body without significant toxic effects. Moreover, it should be determined whether prior exposure to lysosomotropic drugs could help prevent the disease or, on the contrary, induce adaptations in the body and reduce the efficacy of antivirals with lysosomotropic mechanism. Defining target patient populations, based on disease status, drug safety profiles and other factors need to be carefully investigated. Answers to these crucial questions are required for assessing the potential of these drugs as broad-spectrum antivirals, suitable for repurposing to treat COVID-19 or any future viral infection epidemics.
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[^1]: Footnote: ^a^ exp -- experimental parameter, calc -- calculated parameter; ^b^ -- for compounds out of domain of the model; PLD - phospholipidosis.

[^2]: Footnote: Data sources: phospholipidosis \[[@bib0130],[@bib0155]\], accumulation in cells calculated according to \[[@bib0150]\], molecular and phys-chem properties from PubChem \[[@bib0220]\] and DrugBank \[[@bib0315]\] (<https://www.drugbank.ca/>), hepatotoxicity from LiverTox \[[@bib0180]\], broad spectrum antiviral activity \[[@bib0115]\] (<https://drugvirus.info/>), pharmacokinetics and cardiotoxicity (\[[@bib0230],[@bib0240], [@bib0245], [@bib0250], [@bib0255], [@bib0260],[@bib0270],[@bib0275],[@bib0285], [@bib0290], [@bib0295], [@bib0300], [@bib0305], [@bib0310],[@bib0265],[@bib0235],[@bib0280],[@bib0225]\]). Green -- data indicating lysosomotropism; orange -- data indicating cardiotoxicity and hepatotoxicity; blue -- data indicating safety; grey -- approved drugs; yellow -- data indicating broad spectrum antiviral effects; +\* - drugs approved only in some countries; n.d. -- no data.

[^3]: Footnote: Data sources: phospholipidosis \[[@bib0130],[@bib0155]\], accumulation in cells calculated according to \[[@bib0150]\], molecular and phys-chem properties from PubChem \[[@bib0220]\] and DrugBank \[[@bib0315]\] (<https://www.drugbank.ca/>), hepatotoxicity from LiverTox \[[@bib0180]\], broad spectrum antiviral activity \[[@bib0115]\] (<https://drugvirus.info/>), pharmacokinetics and cardiotoxicity (\[[@bib0230],[@bib0240], [@bib0245], [@bib0250], [@bib0255], [@bib0260],[@bib0270],[@bib0275],[@bib0285], [@bib0290], [@bib0295], [@bib0300], [@bib0305], [@bib0310],[@bib0265],[@bib0235],[@bib0280],[@bib0225]\]). For colour legend see [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}.
